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Message from the Chairperson of the Board
Agri Service Ethiopia was established fifty
years ago. For me, it was an honor to join the
Board of Directors of Agri Service Ethiopia
back in 2016.
Uninterrupted fifty years are major milestones
for an institution serving the disadvantaged
community in the remote and challenging
environments, as it is for an individual. Our
celebration is an occasion to pause and look
back at this fifty year journey and a moment
to look ahead to the future. Many people have
been critical on this journey. I want to pay
tribute to all who contributed to the success
of ASE. The organization they created and
worked for has an impeccable reputation and
is continuously growing and adapting to
address rural community needs.
W/ro Aynie Habtamu, Board Chairperson

In the past fifty years, ASE has undergone seven strategic positioning in response to changing
and growing development needs, priorities and challenges of the community in particular and
the country at large as well as to the internal forces and ambitions arising from organizational
growth and maturity. These were: Correspondent Education (1970-1976), Face to Face Training
(1977-1986) ,Action Oriented Training (1986-1987), Integrated Rural Development (1987-2000),
Integrated Food Security (2001-2006), Community Empowerment (2,007-2009) and Capacity
Development (2010-todate).
ASE worked to ensure that rural community are provided assistance in the areas of
education, health, food security, clean water, environment and poverty alleviation among
others. Yet, we recognize the interdependence and the frailty of our work, how an external political
or economic situation, a policy change, or a natural disaster can reverse our effort. Yet, we
continued to implement highly successful, innovative development projects for which our
organization received several awards.
The 50th anniversary celebrates ASE’s success stories. The words of the people we have reached
will be heard and we will renew our commitment for the years and decades to come. So, as we look
back as to whether we have been true and faithful to the dreams of the founders, we can say with
pride that we have played our part.
Our next fifty years will aim to spread modern farming. In all our initiatives; farmers in the
underprivileged areas, women, children and youth will be our priorities as usual. We will also focus
on pastoral area, extend our programs to regions and weredas where we have not reached so far.
I am grateful to be a part of ASE, and I am so very proud to be at the helm as we join together to
embark on the next 50 years!
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Message from the Executive Director
Fifty years ago, Ethiopia was a slightly different place
for farmers. Agriculture was and remains to this day
the economic mainstay of the country. The farmers were
mostly illiterate. We have higher literacy rate among
farmers now, than ever before. Options for health care,
education and other public services were rare. These
areas have also somewhat improved. All the same, in
Ethiopia, true today as fifty years ago, he/she who has
the farmer has the country.
At any rate, it was fifty years ago, before some of
the improvements were made to the life of the
Ethiopian farmers that a French Priest, Father Henri
Ravain (1920-2009), and some other Ethiopian and
French men came together to start a nonprofit
organization that went on to help improve the lives of
rural farming communities by creating groundbreaking programs. In due time, the organization became the
comprehensive and successful indigenous civil society
organization we all know today; an organization on the
lips of every Ethiopian farmer whose life it has touched.

W/ro Aynalem Ashebir, Excutive Director

Much has changed since the founding of ASE in 1969, but we continue to develop and grow into a
pioneering, innovative organization that positively affects the lives of hundreds of thousands of farmers in
many parts of the country.
The challenges of modernizing agriculture will remain the future truth that we should face. Roads have yet
to be built; power grids have yet to be laid out. As we continue to focus on improving the farming practices
of the Ethiopian farmers by the diffusion of better technologies, we face the challenges of strained land and
water resources, conflicts among farming communities and the inevitable internal displacements. Hundreds
of thousands of rural youth continue to shift out of agriculture to provide labor for newly growing towns and
cities. This suggests the challenges we will be facing in the years to come which will have a great deal to do
with depopulation in the Ethiopian countryside.
Currently, we are focusing on food security, community training/capacity building, market development,
climate change adaptation and mitigation, mainstreaming cross-cutting issues, people with challenges and the environment. We closely work with the Agency for Civil Society Organizations, government
sector offices, regional, zone and woreda offices as well as various donor organizations. With gratitude, we
appreciate the contributions of all who work with us for a common cause.
The extent of our future success will depend on all our partners as much as it does on us. It also depends on
how far we are prepared to manage emerging challenges and volatile situations. If we can build on our fifty
years experience and learning, and can respond and adapt to fast technological changes, we can be sure of
another fifty years of success. In his epic poem the Iliad written three thousand years ago, the Greek author
Homer says “God goes to the Ethiopians when he wants a feast”. Let us all work towards that goal.
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Highlights on ASE Strategy and Achievement
ASE strives towards its goal of achieving
enhanced and sustained livelihood for the poor
and marginalized communities. According to
the current strategic plan of ASE, the thematic
areas of focus include food security, community
training and capacity building, market development, climate change and mainstream crosscutting issues which are gender, HIV/AIDS,
people with challenges and protection of the
environment. In order to address these thematic
areas, ASE’s program strategies or approaches
applied were:
1. Community Mobilization and Organiza tion
Approach
2. Value Chain Approach
3. Partnership and Networking
4. Scaling up - Making a Greater Impact at the
Regional & National Level
5. Strengthening of community structures al
ready existing like CBIs
6. Phase out strategy
7. Community learning and capacity building

Improved productivity against baseline (both
crop & livestock) by an average of 43%.
Decreased post-harvest losses due to more than
24 seed stores constructed and technologies
applied. Improved skill of crop production,
management and agricultural practice of more
than 18,377 participants.
Target farm resupplied organic farming
technologies that enhanced their production
Access to water was created for pastoral and
highland cattle through the construction of ponds
and cattle troughs.

Value chain development:
• More than 2500 ETB additional average in
come earned per annum from crop, livestock
and IGA by program participants.
• Asset building like change of their house from
grass roof to iron sheet, installed community
project like Grinding mill, Fulfill HHs utilities,
engaged in animal rearing & fattening, leased
land from the neighbors and constructed their
own house by purchasing land in the nearby
towns.
• Build market linkage - access to input and
output market opportunities local access to
market, especially for women, farmers and
linkage with input &technology providers and
off takers created. Especially through agro
dealers, cooperatives, unions, factories
and agro processors.

ASE has successfully demonstrated results from
its development intervention during the period of
the last strategic years (2015-2019) in the areas
of increased food security & income generation
which include eresults of quantity and quality
of production and diversification of livelihoods;
increased and rehabilitated productivity through
different natural and biological conservations, a
forestation, area closure, activities, etc. It also
registered major results in enhancing individuals and community knowledge, skill, attitude
Access to social services:
and behavior towards the sustainable use of
opportunities and resources. Some of the results
• 940(405 Female) illiterate farmers able to read
in different areas include the following:
and write participation livelihood based literacy

program in line with government functional adult litCrop and livestock
eracy program. More than 19 water supply schemes
(11 springs, shall bowels and 7 Hand dag wells)
• Reduced number of food gap months by developed and can provide clean water for about
an average of two months for a total target 31,700 people (50% Female). As a result, walking
beneficiaries of 34,350 HHs (171,790 people) time to fetch water decreased from 1:30 hrs. average
time to 15 minutes, burden on women to fetch water
out of which more than 50% are women.
is also highly decreased.
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• Build market linkage - access to input and output market opportunities local access to market,
especially for women, farmers and linkage with input & technology providers and off takers
created. Especially through agro dealers, cooperatives, unions, factories and agro processors.

Access to social services:
• 940(405 Female) illiterate farmers able to read and write participating in livelihood based literacy
program in line with government functional adult literacy program
• More than 19 water supply schemes (11 springs, shallow wells and 7 Hand dag wells) developed
and provide clean water for about 31,700 people (50% Female). As a result, walking time to
fetch water decreased from 1:30 hrs. average time to 15 minutes, burden on women to fetch water
is also highly decreased.

Climate change adaptation & mitigation:
• More than 980 hectars of land rehabilitated/treated by tree plantation, physical and biological
conservation, treated gullies, etc.
• More than 375ha of land irrigated and increased harvesting period per year
• Reduced burden on natural resources and women

Local capacity development and excellence in community learning:
• Organized and strengthened community structures like CBIs, VESAs, WE groups, CoLFs,
Cooperatives, Unions, SMEs, Agro dealers, Woreda Development Associations, DRR committees
and Range Land Committees.
• Reduced harmful traditional practices, such as early marriage, extravagant festivity, exchange
marriage, reprisal killing, etc. at least by an average of 40% in the program areas
• Over 950 landless youths (285 female) involved in various IGAs, Small business, masonry and
carpentry, tailoring, vegetable production, sheep and goat production have got 1400-5500 birr
per month on average. The project enabled youths to have sustainable means of employment
opportunity and secured their livelihood.

Six Years Journey
In the past six years ASE was able to mobilize Birr 289,657,857.88 funding to improve the life of people in
the rural areas. This was possible through 37 projects that were implemented in 5 regions of Ethiopia. The
regions are SNNPR, Oromia, Gambella, Benishangul Gumuz and Amhara. The projects were:1.RISE (Rebuilding Initiative for Sustainable Pastoralist Livelihood)
2.Borena Drought Recovery Program
3.Dilo DRR 4
4.Tehuledere Community Empowerment Program
5.Ambassel capacity enhancement program to promote food security
6.Goncha Capacity Development Program
7.Goncha Sustainable Land Management
8.Goro Integrated Food Security Program
9.Guradamole DRR 4
10.Goro Spices Production & Marketing
11.Rayitu Building Community Resilience to Potential Shocks and Reduce Vulnerability to
Natural Hazards ... To Page 21
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AGRI SERVICE ETHIOPIA (ASE), 1969-2019

(A Long March in the Service of Ethiopian Rural Population)
By Fanta Wolde Michael, founding member of ASE

Introduction

Why in Wolayta?

Today we are celebrating the 50th anniversary
of the foundation of Agri Service Ethiopia. ASE
was created fifty years ago in Wolayta Soddo
with declared objective of accompanying the
rural community to enable them to critically
approach their socioeconomic environment and
encourage them to be the leaders of their own
development. ASE emerged at a time where there
was no talk and no sign of non-governmental
organizations or private associations as we know
today, working in development; except very few
faith-based agencies engaged particularly in the
domain of education, health and traditional or
local associations working in social and solidarity issues. That makes it not only the oldest but
also a distinct private not-for-profit and formal
development agency.

Before going into the details of the story it will
be useful to answer the question “why ASE
started in Wolayta”? Although the mention of
“Ethiopia” in the naming of the association is an
indicative to its intentions, there were multiple
technical and socio-economic considerations for
the decision to establish ASE and start its activities in Wolayta.

At the time, embarking on such a grand and ambitious objective in a country like Ethiopia where
illiteracy counted for more than 90% seemed a
rather unachievable dream by many. However,
against such a view the founders of ASE firmly
believed in the feasibility of the methodology
they wanted to use.

Secondly, Wolayta possessed a long history,
a well-developed cultural unity, a homogenous population speaking one native language,
predominantly rural but fairly large number of
farmers with land ownership including in the
later resettlements in the eastern and western
lowlands by younger population from the highlands.

Those of us attached to ASE since its birth are
witnesses of its evolution and contribution to
Ethiopian rural transformation but also the challenges it had to face not so much for its own survival as an organization but most importantly to
advance the principles and objectives for which
its creation was necessary. Then, the fundamental socio economic, administrative and political
transformations Ethiopia had undergone, since
early seventies, have been in fact an added value
for ASE in the pursuit of its objectives.
While celebrating the 50th anniversary, a grand
landmark by its own, it becomes appropriate to
make a tour of the trajectories this association
has made over the last half a century.

First and foremost, there had already been a field
experience in agricultural training program of
more than four years within a primary school
run by Father Henri Ravain in Wolayta. This
fact, added to his knowledge of history, culture
and socio-economic situation of that particular
province motivated him to develop the idea of
establishing ASE in Wolayta.

Irrigation Develpment
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Thirdly, the pioneers of ASE conducted a modest
but an interesting socio-economic study which revealed that the local administration was dynamic
and that the people were keen and enthusiastic to
accept new ideas and had positive attitude towards
development.
Fourthly, the Wolayta Agricultural Development
Unit (WADU), a World Bank funded project
was about to be launched in the province and, as
proved right later on, it was expected to be a feasible partner whose initiatives would complement
those of ASE.

Foundation and Founders
After completing the required paper work for its
creation during the summer of 1969, ASE was
ficially established in Wolayta Soddo, exactly fifty
years ago, with certificate No. 53, Ref. 2277/5087,
December 24, 1969, issued by the Ministry of
Interior of the Ethiopian Imperial Government
upon the recommendation of His Excellency, the
late Ato Abebe Retta, Minister of Agriculture.

The five of them jointly signed into the first legal documents for the creation of ASE. Then, the first three took
the responsibility of organizing and setting up the first
office in Soddo town without any secured fund but by
building themselves the required furniture. The mobilization of resources was not an easy task, but lack of
finance did not restrain the zeal of the founders, who
used their personal savings to translate their dreams into
action.

Genesis and Coincidence

At this juncture it becomes appropriate to highlight
where ASE has come from. In fact, it originated from
the Institute Africain Pour le Développement Economique Et Sociale (INADES-Agri. Service Afrique) headquartered in Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire, currently working,
under a new name, “INADES-Formation International,”
in Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroun, Côte d’Ivoire,
Democratic Republic of Congo, Kenya, Rwanda,
Tanzania, Tchad and Togo. The relationship between
ASE and INADES was not a mere encounter between
the two organizations but a well thought agenda that
evolved gradually into a concrete collaborative partnership.

Founders and Staff of ASE during the first two in 1973 -1974 years
ASE is a non-sectarian and not for profit Ethiopian Development Association established by
three Frenchmen and two Ethiopians, namely:
Messieurs Ravain Henri, as the first director, Enguehard François, as Secretary General and later
on its director general, Fanta Wolde Michael, as
assistant and later on headed the administration
and finance department, Trequinaux Remy, as
Treasurer, and Chekol Yacob, as member.

Since the early sixties INADES was implementing a
rather new kind of training methodology for the rural
population in agronomy and in socio economic issues
mainly in central and west Africa. In 1965, His Excellency, the late Dejazmatch Grmachew Tekle Hawaryat,
by then Ethiopia’s Minister of Agriculture, while attending the FAO conference in Abidjan took knowledge of the methodology developed by INADES and
requested its leaders if that experience could be introduced to Ethiopia.
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Trainees cirtified in agricultaural development with their trainers and invited
gusts for the cirtification program.
Fonko, Hosanna, 1984.

Secondly, at about the same time, father Ravain
Henri who was the director of Our Lady’s School
of Dubbo in Wolayta had already entered into contact with INADES and was attempting to introduce
practical agricultural training with his students using
the methodology of INADES. The practical training
programme and the farm known as የዱቦ ትምህርት
ቤት እርሻ gained high recognition by the local administration and later on was visited and appreciated by Emperor Haile Selassie I during his tour of
Wolayta in February 1965.
But, as father Ravain reflected further, he developed the idea of entering into greater collaboration
with INADES and establish a full-fledged organization that could provide in the long run its services
to Ethiopia as a whole. For this purpose, he had to
travel to Abidjan for consultation with INADES and
to learn more about its methodology. After spending few months at INADES he returned to Ethiopia,
accompanied by Père Soulliac, then Secretary General of INADES. In Addis Ababa, they met with Girmachew Tekle Hawaryat who then suggested if a hygiene programme could also be included as he was
then Minister of Health. Another meeting was held
with the Minister of Agriculture and finally the team
was received by the Emperor who granted them audience and gave his consent for the establishment of
ASE. Once all the protocol at the highest level has
been observed, the founders had to sit down together, write the memorandum of association and submit
it to the Ministry of Interior.

development.
2. Development is to be all rounded and providing technical knowledge and information to rural
communities is a fundamental ingredient for its implementation and sustenance.
3. As literacy progresses, more farmers can be
reached through correspondence courses, learning
centers and training of group leaders/animators.
4. Participation of the community, especially
women in development, forms the basis for ensuring
effectiveness, continuity, self-reliance and emancipation.
5. Cooperation and solidarity with grass-root
communities, government and other national
develop
ment agencies, as well as international
organizations are to be maintained.

The Early Challenges
There were as many challenges as opportunities
in the evolution of ASE. The association received
freely three sets of training and animation materials
in a form of booklets from INADES in French. The
methodology of training used for West Africa was
by correspondence and through group learning. It
consisted of ten booklets in general agronomy, ten in
animal husbandry and ten in socio-economy.

While pedagogically well-tuned, the materials had
to be adapted to Ethiopian context or in some cases
to be rewritten as new. In addition to this, ASE was
desirous and planned to develop training materials in
specialized topics such as poultry, coffee, cotton, horPrinciples and Ideals
ticulture, health, nutrition, etc. Except small grants
from outside and encouragement from INADES,
The objectives and activities of ASE were grounded there was no sufficient fund for the mobilization and
in the following major principles and ideals:
retention of the required human resource for such gigantic task. Therefore, the three of the founders had
1. Rural population possesses knowledge and to undertake the bulk of the work themselves. It was
experience about its socio-economic conditions and only after the second year that it was possible to hire
therefore is taken as the driving force for its own
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an agronomist from Alemaya Agricultural College
a trainer from the Jimma Agricultural Institute, an
Amharic editor of the agricultural course materials, a graphic designer for the illustration of booklets and rural animators (male and female). Another
challenge was the lack of means of transportation for
reaching the rural community for testing the course
materials. The only mobile means of transportation
at the beginning was a personal motorcycle of the
Secretary General and the roads into the villages
were not convenient at all. It was only in the second year that a Land Rover and a Volkswagen Sedan
were acquired through private donations.

the internal and external challenges into opportunities to go forward. Here underlining the detrimental
factor of tenacity of its founding fathers and those
who joined them en-route cannot be taken as an
overstatement because its survival and success has
been championed fundamentally by their zeal, that
is the unrelenting belief and adherence to the principles they have decided to be engaged in.

Holistic Approach
In its trajectory of half a century ASE has never
wavered from its primary objective of enabling the
people for their own development: “Supporting the
Development Initiative of the People.” These were
the key words engraved fifty years ago in the first official documents required for its creation. In the current development parlance this can be understood
as empowering the people. That is exactly what ASE
has coined as its driving motto and has been doing
since its inception.

Once the agricultural series were translated and illustrated, only very limited number could be made
available. Except a manually operated poly copier,
there was no printing facility for the production of
training materials in large number. A printing department had then to be established and technicians
had to be hired and trained. Compounded with insufficient number of animators, this factor hindered
the dissemination of booklets in the field despite the
growing demand particularly from younger farmers ASE has been in a continuous motion and its strategy has always remained that of complementarity,
for learning.
partnership and networking with other governmenAt this point partnering with Wolayta Agricultural tal and non-governmental development organizaDevelopment Unit (WADU) and using its devel- tions. It has never pretended to run alone, neither
opment agents proved useful. The management imitate nor replace them in any way or at any time.
of WADU made it mandatory for its development Its experience has been a home grown one based on
agents deployed in the rural centers to follow them- a continued reflection, critical analysis of the socioselves the ASE courses as well. ASE also made a spe- economic situations and learning which it has willcial collaborative agreement with WADU to use the ingly shared to many of its collaborators at different
latter’s training center for the training of group lead- times. Looking back in retrospective into its long
march gives its promoters a sense of pride and courers and animators.
age to visualize the next decades in light of the new
ASE is a dynamic organization that has proved its horizon upon which Ethiopia is embarking.
ability to adapt itself to new situations and transform

Ato Tadese Tilahun, the Kambata and Hadiya District Official Handing the cirtificate
for women traind in familily managemnet.
Kambata and Hadiya, 1984
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ASE knew very well that rural
community was desirous to improve their method of production,
marketing and living conditions
but were struggling in isolation for
this. Therefore, it was convinced
that they needed technical support
and information to move forward
together in unity.
The fundamental objective of ASE
is to contribute to the social and
economic development of rural
communities in Ethiopia through
non-formal education. The purpose of training is not only to answer technical questions or provide knowledge on better farming
methods or management practices, but also to enable communities
to look critically at their environment in order to use the resources
it offers efficiently, and to provide
a forum of discussion among them
in order to generate a joint enterprise of development.
When ASE is talking about supporting the development initiative
of the people, in a way, it is referring to the development of a community as a whole including men,
women, youth and the environment because people have always
lived in community, in cooperation and in harmony with their
natural habitat. This is also what
is all about inclusiveness that nobody and nothing is left out in the
process.
That was why ASE adopted learning group formation strategy for
learning and action by using the
reading, pictorial and audiovisual
materials in Amharic and local
languages. The groups had different names: farmers’ learning
groups, women learning groups,
community learning forums
(CoLF), community-based institutions (CBI), village economic

and social association, (VESA)
but the strategy has continued to
be a platform bringing the rural
community together for learning
and action. This can be illustrated
by ASE’s decision to establish a
modest rural newsletter known as
የወንድማማችነት ማሰሪያ “The
Bond of Brotherhood” among
other initiatives through which
farmers could exchange information, experience, ideas, raise
questions, and provide answers to
questions posed by their peers and
learn from each other.
Accompanied with farmer to
farmer visits to project sites, research, innovation and training
centers; this worked very well by
raising curiosity among the beneficiary farmers.
Thus, farmers, who were receiving this small communication tool
and the booklets, were not only
reading them but also discussing
the contents in a group literate or
otherwise raising fundamental issues related to scarcity of farming
and grazing land, marketing and
cooperative, human and animal
health, nutrition, and environmental problems such as soil degradation, and illiteracy, culture,
justice as well as administration
with amazing spontaneity and enthusiasm. ASE believes that development is nothing but an ensemble of all these issues which put the
community at its center.

Working at the Grassroots
ASE has always worked with communities at grass root level that are
attempting to organize themselves
to tackle some of the problems related to poverty. Its mission is not
to replace the communities and
do things for them. It is rather to
assist them in identifying their

needs and mobilizing their human and material resources. It is
to strengthen their capacities and
back their efforts. It is to train
leaders among them who can lead
the community on the path to selfdevelopment. It is for this reason
that ASE has adopted training
and animations as its principal
activities, as these are the type of
activities which enable people to
develop from within and be the
full-fledged actors of their own
development.
Here, it becomes appropriate
to note as an illustration that in
many places where ASE has been
working the implementation of
the historic rural land reform and
the organization of peasant association and cooperative societies
was spearheaded by community
leaders trained by ASE. To achieve
its objectives ASE has produced
multitude of training materials in agriculture, health, women
in development, water, soil and
forest management, several kinds
of reading and audio-visual materials including rural radio forums.
Some of these materials were also
translated into Oromiffa. Not
only this, but the Ministry of
Agriculture, which knew the
appropriateness
of
training
methodology developed by ASE,
entered into agreement with it for
printing hundreds of thousands
of copies of the manuals for its
training centers at Agarfa and
elsewhere.
That is not all. The Ministry
of Education which adopted a
policy of introducing agricultural
component in its curriculum for
primary schools entered into a
contractual agreement with ASE
which resulted in that the latter
writing the first agricultural books
for primary schools.
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Secondly, in collaboration with the Educational Mass
Media Department of the Ministry ASE pioneered
the establishment of Rural Radio Forum (RRF) where
farmers were learning about new technology and innovation through satellite radio with assistance from
radio animators. Thirdly, at a later stage the partnership included jointly producing a post literacy reading material for rural community.

and animation. Currently, it is running rural development projects in environment, food security, water
supply, livestock, economic empowerment, etc., but
all backed as a precondition by training and animation to enable the people to do their own development. For these kinds of activities with grassroots,
ASE has gained unparalleled excellence through accumulated experience over 50 years.

ASE has always maintained this approach of training

Trainess in
farming: left and
right photos.

Customization, Innovation
and Expansion
ASE has always remained sensitive and responsive to the ever
changing socio-economic and
environmental conditions in the
country and adopted its approach
accordingly based on continued
reflections and feed-back from
the field. Thus, since the 1980s it
has moved to incorporating micro
projects managed by the community themselves, complementing
the original activity of training
and animation. ASE was also conscious and understood earlier the
need of rural credit be it for the

Product and result
purpose of production, marketing for petty trade to complement
family income. That is why it initiated a saving and credit scheme
which evolved currently into a
full-fledged microfinance institution and serving the community
in its operational areas.
Over the years, ASE has developed gradually and yet markedly
both in structure and activities.
As intended by its founders from
the very beginning, all expatriates
who provided considerable technical and management support
for its maturation have left and the
vacancies were filled by nationals.

Responsibilities are shared by the
management, the board of directors, and the general assembly of
members, which is the supreme
authority of the association.
ASE has never ceased to stretch its
arms beyond the Wolayta Province where its operations started.
The first evaluation conducted
by the Economic Commission for
Africa (ECA, 1976) recommended that the initiative and experience of ASE should be extended
to other regions as well. Therefore,
emboldened by this
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recommendation and in consultation with the
Training and Information Department of Ministry
of Agriculture, it was decided to open first a liaison office in Addis Ababa which was followed
by establishing a full-fledged head office. Thus,
ASE extended its services to Gojam, Arsi, Bale,
Wolega, Shoa, Harerghe, Sidamo, Kafa and Gamo
Gofa provinces either directly by establishing
branch offices or in partnership with different
governmental and non-governmental development agencies. One of such remarkable partnership
among many was the training of inmates in the
penitentiary and detention centers in Arba Minch
where hundreds of farmer prisoners were leaving
their detention center with a certificate for the completition of ASE courses (general agronomy, animal husbandry and specialized subjects including
coffee, cotton, and vegetable farming).
The process of decentralization was deemed necessary to maintain the strategy of bringing the technical personnel closer to the grassroots for increased
interaction, exchange, reflection and feed-back
from communities at village level.
Obviously, as ASE has been dependent on external
funding, this in return has increased the burden of
diversifying funding sources, its human resources
and additional premises. This was achieved by the
generosity of European funding agencies, while the
municipality of Addis Ababa granted freely 3469
square meters of land to build the present office.
The local administration of different regions (Robe,
Zafine, Selam Ber, Amaro Kele) also granted land
freely to ASE to build its branch offices. Its budget
and the human resources have increased tremendously. Its premises, operational units and area
coverage have expanded. The volume and quality of its activities have also grown including mini
projects and credit facility through PEACE microfinance institution.

association at different stages of its growth. It is appropriate here to recognize their zeal and congratulate them all.
The strategy adopted by ASE right from the beginning is to complementarily with the government.
Therefore, in its long march of over a half a century, ASE has never been alone in carrying out its
mission. ASE has been privileged to work with the
Ministry of Agriculture. It has also benefited from
the collaboration and cooperation of the Ministries
of Education and Health as well as the Relief and
Rehabilitation Commission. On this occasion, we
are honored, to extend our sincere appreciation to
the many government departments that extended
such valuable support to the maturation of ASE.
ASE has entered into partnership with several international organizations which have taken poverty
as a common problem of humanity and consider
the challenge of development to be confronted by
all people irrespective of geographic barriers. The
negotiations were protracted but the results were
generally gratifying. These organizations include
INADES-Formation, MISEREOR, EZE and German Agro Action, NOVIB from the Netherlands,
CCFD from France, BRODERLIJK DELEN from
Belgium, OXFAM, CARE, Development and
Peace from Canada, all of which provided unrelenting and continued assistance and placed confidence on ASE. They have provided not only financial support but also joined ASE in the process of
reflection.

While celebrating the 50th anniversary we also
note with great enthusiasm that Ethiopia is changing for the better. The opportunity for civil society
and non-governmental organizations to embark on
all rounded development is opening. Therefore, in
the coming years, ASE will continue its activities
with more vigor, refinement and diversification in
Conclusion
partnership with other actors in development including the rural communities, the government and
This leap did not happen accidentally, but achieved international organizations in a spirit of solidarity
through the tenacity, determination and hard work and shared responsibilities.
of ASE’s pioneers and of all those who joined the
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Sessions with Veteran Staffs of Agri-Service Ethiopia (ASE)
“I

wish to see Ethiopian Farmers lead their own development by themselves”
Ato Fanta Woldemikael

Ato Fanta Woldemikael was born is Sodo Zuria
Woreda, in Wolayta. He attended his primary School
at Dubbo St. Marry School and completed his secondary in Addis Ababa. He has obtained a BA degree in Political Science and Public Administration
from Addis Ababa University and his MA from the
Institute of Social Studies in Hague. In addition, he
studied Management at
the Institut Universitaire de Technologie in
Toulouse, France. He
also attended a short
development management course in Israel.
He is one of the founding members of Agri
Service Ethiopia and
served it in different capacities. Currently he is
a member of Board of
Directors of ASE.

the guest house where he was staying and discussed
about establishing the organization. Then Francois
Enguehard who was already in Addis Ababa arrived
and the three of us opened the office in Soddo. That
was how it all started.

ASE:- What was the objective of ASE when it
was founded?
Ato Fanta:- In short
the principal objectives of ASE was to
support the development initiatives of
farmers by bringing
to them technical support and information
for improved farming
methods.

Ato Fanta Woldemikael
ASE:- How did you happen to be one of the founders of Agri Service Ethiopia?
Ato Fanta:- I knew Fr. Henri Ravain who spearheaded the foundation of Agri Service Ethiopia.
He was the director of the school where I attended
my primary education. In fact he liked all his students but I should say that I was among his favorite
ones. After several years I heard that he had left the
school and went back to France. So one day while
in Soddo I went to the guest house where he used
to stay looking for news about him. He knew that
I was around and aerogramme letter from him was
waiting there for me. With great surprise I read the
letter where he had announced that he was going to
establish Agri Service and requesting me if I could
join him in this venture and wait for his return to
Soddo. Fr. Henri was a man of very good heart and
a great pedagogical who taught us great things.
Therefore, I had no problem to place my trust on
him. On his return to Ethiopia we met in Soddo in

ASE:- Can you tell
us the stages ASE traversed in the past fifty

years?
Ato Fanta:- The ASE intervention has traversed
different phases but I want to concentrate on three
major ones. During the initial phase, which lasted
from 1969 to 1975 and concentrated in Wolayta and
Kambata/ Hadya the method of training farmers was
through correspondence coupled with regular practical on farm advices by ASE technical personnel.
This was the experimental stage and the approach
was interesting particularly to the younger farmers
because it helped them to improve the productivity
of their farms and livestock.
The second important phase was that of expansion
of the training methodology to other regions of Ethiopia. In 1976 the activities of ASE were evaluated
by the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA),
which recommended that the methodology developed by ASE and its experience should expand to
other regions as well. This motivated ASE to move
its headquarter from Soddo to Addis Ababa to operate from the center of the country.
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Thirdly, the 1984/85 drought and famine had also
impacted on ASE approach forcing it to introduce
action oriented training programme (AOTP). Since
then ASE had to introduce several mini but very important development projects, always followed by
training. Since then there have been several external joint evaluations with its partners and ASE, as a
dynamic and learning organization has adapted its
approach and rendered its service in four directions
of the country (Gamo Gofa, Bale, Arsi, Hadya, Gojam and Wollo in the north, etc.). It has now reached
as far as Benishangul region in the North West and
Dassenech Pastoralists in the extreme south of the
Country.

Ato Fanta: Though there remains a lot to be done,
I can say that we are successful in what we have
done so far. The changes in the lives of the peasants who passed through the ASE programs are selfexplanatory. The evaluation findings show that the
projects are fruitful. I can also say that ASE’s expansion to places outside of Wolayta is a corollary
and a good indicator of its success. Had it not been
so, ASE would have never been expanded to those
places where it works today.
ASE: What should be the focus of ASE in the future?

Ato Fanta: The current development discourse enASE: Why did Father Henri establish ASE at Wolay- tails that peasants should own their own developta?
ment .ASE has a good experience in this approach.
It knows how to help peasants to own their fate. I
Ato Fanta: He was a school teacher at Dubo. But the hope ASE will continue in this approach.
school was teaching only up to grade six. After this
grade nowhere to go for the students to pursue their ASE: Finally, what do you aspire for ASE?
education. This was one of the reasons for father
Henri to start teaching agricultural practices for the Ato Fanta: I wish to see peasants lead their own destudents in the school at the beginning. He was liv- velopment by themselves. This is possible only if
ing there and observing the life of the rural people at they strengthen their economic position. I also want
close range. The people were also observing what he this aspect to be sustained.
was doing in the school. Having assessed the situation, Father Henri determined to do something for ASE: Thank you Ato Fanta.
the locality.
Ato Fanta: Thank you too.
ASE: Do you think that you succeeded in what you
did so far?

“Agri-service gets contented with the improved life of the peasantry!”
Ato Getachew Werku

Ato Getachew had been the General Manager of AgriService for 20 years. After his retirement, Ato Getachew
still serves as Agri-Service board member. He was born
in Addis Ababa in a locality called Teret Sefer, not far
from the Old Palace and Arada, the early city center. He
attended his elementary education in Shimelis Habte
Primary School in Addis Ababa and his junior secondary education in another government school at Akaki.
He completed his eighth grade with good marks and
joined Ambo School of Agriculture where he pursued
his secondary education up to grade twelve. Upon successful completion of the national exam, Ato Getachew
enrolled in Alemaya College of Agriculture where he
Ato GetachewWerku
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studied Animal Husbandry for
four years and graduated in a
Bachelor of Science degree.
Following his graduation, Ato
Getachew joined the Chilalo
Agricultural Development Unit
(CADU). After four years of service in CADU, Ato Getachew
left for Edinburg, Scotland and
studied Animal Breeding for
his Master’s. Upon return, he
again joined CADU.
Following a brief service in
CADU, Ato Getachew joined
the Ministry of Agriculture and
served in different capacities.
While he was heading the Animal Resources Development
section of the ministry, Ato Getachew made tangible contributions particularly to address
the needs of the Ethiopian pastoralists. Later, he became a
Vice Minister in the Ministry
of Agriculture maintaining the
same area of focus.

ASE: Can you please tell us

about how did you join Agri-Service Ethiopia?
Ato Getachew: It was by mere coincidence that I joined Agri-Service. After eight months of service
in an organization called DAI after
my departure from the Ministry of
Agriculture, I came to know that
there is a vacancy in Agri-Service
for a position of general manager.
I thought that the position suited
me, applied for it, qualified for it
and then joined Agri-Service.

ASE: Now that you are retired
from Agri-Service, what do you
currently do? Do you have a role
in Agri-Service?

Ato Getachew: I run my own
business and also serve as a board
member in Agri-Service and share
my experience

ASE: How long did you serve in what they knew. Their drive was

to change the life of the peasants; not to earn high salary. To
Ato Getachew: I served for 20 sustain project outcomes, we usually organize beneficiaries so that
years as a General Manager.
they take over the activities after
ASE: What were your major project phase out. An exemplary
achievements during these times? community service still goes on in
Gojam where a community-based
Ato Getachew: To resolve the organization has taken over the
challenges of the rural commu- program ASE has initiated.
nity, we enhanced the savings
and credit schemes ASE has in- ASE: Do you recall the challengtroduced. Then, ASE supported es you faced during those 20 years
to establish a savings and credit of leadership?
association which still exists. It is
called PEACE and it is duly regis- Ato Getachew: The recent Charities and Societies’ law and its
tered by the local government.
70/30 guideline was so inhibitThe aim of such an approach is to ing that it became very difficult
help the peasantry to implement to maintain all the staff. We were
what has been learned through the compelled to lay off some of our
various trainings. Wherever ASE staff.
starts operations, it engages in developing springs and other water Moreover, due to shortage of fund,
sources. This helps the rural peo- ASE was not able to operate as
ple not only to easily get access to before. Now that the Charity law
potable water at close range but is being revised, we hope that the
also saves them from water borne future will be better. By and large,
diseases.
however, the enthusiasm of our
staff, the support of the governASE has engaged in a number
ment at all levels and the particiof community-based services at
different places and the ventures pation of the rural community is
have been proved successful. so encouraging that we are often
ASE, upon termination of pro- successful to complete projects on
jects, makes sure that the com- time as per our plan.
munity will take over the initiated
activities or services so that they ASE: Still you are a board member, is there a plan to expand ASE
will be sustained.
operations beyond its current proASE: How was the engagement ject areas?
of ASE staffs and peoples’ receptivity in the project areas?
Ato Getachew: First, what has
been initiated will definitely conAto Getachew: Wherever ASE
tinue. Second, since development
involved, it got great support.
Development work in rural areas work is an expanding process,
is not so easy. It requires dedica- ASE plans will continue to be
tion and sacrifice. ASE staffs were more comprehensive and accomhighly motivated to serve the rural modative.
community.
Agri-Service?

They were relentless to share
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The staff morale is in good shape. Therefore, we at ue to render services as unreservedly as before for
the helm of the organization, the directors and the more enhanced results.
board members, will work hard to broaden ASE and
maintain its efforts.
The role of the peasantry in national development
is immense. Nobody replaces its role. However, the
ASE: What is expected from the government, part- peasantry need to support the various development
ners and beneficiaries to realize what you have just initiatives by being ready to implement lessons
said?
learned.
Ato Getachew: Well, government is the major development partner. ASE would like to get the necessary support from the government structure at different levels wherever it wants to initiate a project.
We need to work in unison to meaningfully improve
the life of the rural people. Poverty reduction requires working in partnership for a common goal.
ASE gets all its support from abroad and the current legal and policy environment is conducive to
enlist the support of donors and raise more funding
than earlier. We would like the donor community to
understand the improved situation and extend their
support. We also believe that the staff will contin-

ASE: How do you briefly describe the 50 years
young Agri-Service?
Ato Getachew: Agri-Service is a fine professional
organization. It is hard work and sacrifice which
maintains its success. ASE’s complacency is the
improved life of the rural community.
ASE: Thank you for the time we had.
Ato Getachew: I thank you, too.

I envision for Agri-Service a time when it thanks
donors and relies by its own”

Ato Hailemariam Hailemeskel

Ato Hailemariam was born and grew up in Addis Ababa where he attended his elementary
and secondary education in Menilik II Primary School and Nifas Silk Comprehensive High
School respectively. He pursued his higher education first at home and later abroad. Ato Hailemariam graduated with a BSc. degree from the
then Alemaya College of Agriculture and he also
got his MSc. degree from London University in
Agricultural Economics.

Ato Hailemariam: Oh, yes. In 1994, I came to
know about ASE’s vacancy for a project coordinAtor for which I applied. The job was quite
similar with the one I used to work in the Ministry of Agriculture. Eventually, I qualified for the
job and joined ASE where I served for eleven
years.
ASE: When did you resign from ASE and join its
board?

In 1979, Ato Hailemariam became a civil servant in the Ministry of Agriculture wherein he
served in different capacities for fourteen years.
He served in Gojam and Bahir Dar as a team
leader and regional head before joining the
Ministry headquarters in Addis Ababa. Currently, Ato Hailemariam works in the African Development Bank as an Agricultural Expert. He is
also the Vice Board Chairman of Agri-Service
Ethiopia.
ASE: Do you remember how you joined ASE?

Ato Hailemariam Hailemeskel
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Ato Hailemariam: I quit ASE in
2005, but continued to be a member of its General Assembly. ASE
is the organization for whom to
persevere and do not have the gut
to leave it for good. So, I decided
to spend my spare time for its
good cause and serving as a Vice
Chair for the Board.

is in its seventh phase which is
theCapacity Development phase.
Therefore, the phases indicate a
continuum of improvement process through which ASE has been
passed while doing, learning, and
improving. However, community
training is the major trade that
runs through the phases.

ASE: How did you find ASE
when you joined it?

ASE: It is known that ASE has
progressively been improving
its operations from time to time.
What were the changes during
your tenure?

ASE: In what capacities did you
serve in ASE?
ASE: How do you describe the
relationship ASE has with the
Ato Hailemariam: I served as a Government of Ethiopia?
Program CoordinAtor. It was a
position right next to the Execu- Ato Hailemariam: ASE has
tive Director. I was responsible forged good relations with the
for coordinating all projects and government at all levels. It has
good coordination and cooperaprograms in the field.
tion arrangements with the govASE: What differentiates ASE ernment structures particularly
approaches from government or at grassroots level. ASE involves
the government in respective proother NGO approaches?
jects from inception to compleAto Hailemariam: The skills, at- tion. ASE initiates, implements,
titudes and level of participation monitors, and evaluates projects
of ASE beneficiaries is clearly together with the relevant governvisible and remarkable as well. ment structure. So, ASE has good
Since community members take track record and the government
different trainings, with interest people even aspire to emulate its
and enthusiasm, you may say that approaches. They often say: “if
they developed a broader think- we apply ASE strategies, we will
ing pattern. Both men and wom- definitely bring about remarkable
en are eloquent. They have their changes.”
own way of expressing issues. I
think, this is the major difference. ASE: Now ASE celebrates its 50
years operations in rural Ethiopia.
ASE: Can you tell us the major What do you think of ASE in the
successes of ASE during your years to come?

Ato Hailemariam: When I joined
ASE, it was at the third phase of
development whereby the Action Oriented Training Program
(AOTP) was introduced. The first
and second phases were the Correspondence and On-Site Training phases respectively. My tenure was related to the fourth and
fifth phases which were the Integrated Rural Development and
the Food Security Program phases respectively. Currently, ASE

Ato Hailemariam: Development
requires common effort. Lack of
things ineluctably leads to incomplete results. I believe ASE will
continue to play its role in development programs. I also believe
that donors and government institutions will fulfil their respective duties and responsibilities.
If the community participates in
project opportunities with enthusiasm and determination, I hope
the future will be promising.

Ato Hailemariam: The difference
between working in a government
ministry and in a small NGO like
ASE is really visible and disturbing. The amenities are incomparable. I had a spacious office, a
secretary and other paraphernalia
while I was in the Ministry of Agriculture. I could not find all these
in the small office of ASE though
the basics were fulfilled.
In the field, the proximity and cordiality between ASE staff and the
peasantry was striking. In ASE
you work hard and see your successes or failures relatively soon.
I think, this may also be one major difference between the government and the NGO sectors.

tenure?

Ato Hailemariam: Like other organizations, ASE has provided
different services. In addition to
the various training programs,
it worked in the areas of potable
water development, school construction, and improved seed dissemination. The changes you observe in beneficiary communities
as the result of those interventions are really amazing. These
are just few instances. However,

of all the successes which towers
over all is the positive changes in
attitude and skill among the community. In all the places ASE intervened, it succeeded to realize a
situation whereby the community
took over the activities initiated
by ASE and maintained the outcomes. I believe this is the greatest of the successes.
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ASE: What do you foresee for ASE?
Ato Hailemariam: I envision Agri-Service to become self-reliant. I want to see a time when ASE thanks
its donors and sustain its operations with costs being covered from its own coffers. Such a stature evades
dependence, but confirms sustenance.
ASE: How do you describe ASE in one sentence?
Ato Hailemariam: ASE is an exemplary NGO which conscientiously works and sacrifices a lot to reduce
rural poverty in Ethiopia.
ASE: Thank you, Ato Hailemariam for this informative interview
Ato Hailemariam: Thank you for the opportunity you gave me.

“What has been worked on the minds and attitudes of the people
has brought about great results.”
Ato Sebsbe Semma

Ato Sebsbe Semma was born in 1954 in Dila town in the
erstwhile Sidamo administrative region. He attended his
primary and secondary education at Hagereselam and
Yirgalem respectively. Ato Sebsbe completed his 12th
grade in Prince Be’eda Mariam Lab School. In 1979,
Ato Sebsbe graduated
from the then Haile
Silassie I University
(now Addis Ababa
University) with a
BSc degree in Life
Science. After graduation, Ato Sebsbe
was assigned to the
Ministry of Education
wherein he served for
22 years in different
capacities as a school
teacher, a principal, a
pedagogical animation expert, and as a
television
program
director in the Education Mass Media
Centre. In 2001, Ato
Sebsbe went abroad for his higher education and joined
the University of Medicine in the UK. He got his Master’s
degree in Science Education. Upon his return, Ato Sebsbe
joined Agri-Service and served the organization till his
recent retirement in mid-2019. He shared his recollections about ASE in an interview thus:

ASE: What did you expect when you joined and what did
you find out later?
Ato Sebsbe: In fact, it is very difficult to recall what I
really expected. Though I had some interest to improve
my own life, I found out that there was no significant difference in income-wise
between Agri-Service and
the Ministry of Education.

However, I indeed expected that I would get
new experiences from
ASE and I proved right.
The job in ASE and the
way it was being done
was totally different
from what I used to do
in the Ministry of Education. In the Ministry
it takes longer to see the
outcome of one’s effort,
but in ASE it does not.
It is possible to see the
fruits of a project in a
couple of years in ASE. I saw localities which had
no school, got one and kids started learning. I also
witnessed degraded natural habitats recovered in a
short period due to project intervention. Such were
really my good experiences in ASE.

ASE: How did you join ASE?

ASE: You served in ASE as a professional for long
years. Didn’t you try to come to a leadership posiAto Sebsbe: It is through a vacancy announcement that I
tion?
joined ASE.
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Ato Sebsbe: Yes, in ASE I served as a professional ASE: What differentiates ASE from other NGOs?
throughout my stay. I particularly enjoy working
rather than monitoring others.
Ato Sebsbe: I think, I need to assess other NGOs
to answer your question. Nevertheless, I can menASE: ASE is now 50 years old. Do you think it is as tion some factors that make ASE differ from other
successful as it has been expected?
NGOs. First, ASE usually initiates projects in remote areas where no development partners prevail.
Ato Sebsbe: A research has to be conducted to Second, ASE focuses on the poorest of the poor and
clearly indicate as to what extent ASE has become marginalized communities. Third, ASE developsuccessful in its 50 years of operations, but one can ment agents work and live among the community
comment on the successes by looking into each and they have good opportunity to resolve issues
and every activity. ASE project implementation ap- where and when they arise.
proach is community participatory approach in all
projects. It involves the community from inception ASE: Agri-Service celebrates its 50th anniversary.
to completion. ASE works in alliance with the gov- What do envision for it in the future?
ernment structure. The potable water project in Tehuledere woreda of South Wollo Zone and the com- Ato Sebsbe: I want to see ASE as a viable develmunity radio program in Amaro Kelo woreda in the opment agent working hard as before maintaining
South are two giant instances of such an approach. what it has already initiated.
ASE: Challenges are inevitable in any job. How ASE: How do you describe ASE in a sentence?
successful were the measures ASE took?
Ato Sebsbe: ASE is an organization where capable
Ato Sebsbe: I do not remember serious challenges and willing staff render commendable services with
during my stay. We usually resolve challenges soon no extra incentive.
and together. This helped us to contain problems be- ASE: Thank you for this wonderful interview!
Ato Sebsbe: Most welcome!
fore they get out of control.

Adult education program attendants in
the classroom, Dasenech
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Golden Achievements in a Golden Jubilee
Agri-Service has done lots of development works in order to realize the food security of the rural people in
its project areas. It is impossible to review all what it has done so far. However, while celebrating the 50th
anniversary of Agri-Service formation, we tried to show few instances of its operations and attainments from
two regions where it works.

Goodbye Poverty

their household income. Farmers participate in
experience sharing programs to learn from best
practices in cereal agriculture. To improve animal
health and animal productivity, a model clinic has
been built and handed over to Woreda Agriculture
Office at Goncha.

Agri-Service has initiated different projects in the
two woredas of Shebel Berenta and Goncha Siso
Inesie in Amhara Region. The project at Goncha
focuses on an integrated agriculture development
which is being implemented in seven kebeles.
According to the Project Head at Goncha, Ato Agri-Service projects are gender sensitive. They
Temesgen Wondyifraw, 5000 female and male
involve female households particularly those who
headed households benefit from the project.
are the poorest of the poor. Women beneficiaries
are mainly engaged in sheep and goat fattening
and rearing. One of such beneficiaries is woizero
Emebet Atne, a mother of two, who resides in Seha
Tefases kebele of Shebel woreda. Woizero Emebet
was so poor that she was not able to send her children to school. Her husband, Ato Tiruneh Gashe,
had already migrated to another place in search of
a daily work.
In 2016, Woizero Emebet joined the Agri-Service
project. She was provided with two sheep and training as to how to take care of them.

Ato Temesgen Wondyifraw
The major activities of Agri-Service are targeted at
ensuring food security. As a result of strong awareness campaigns, noticeable changes have been observed in the community particularly in the production of fruits. In line with this aim, Agri-Service
provides improved seeds of cereals and fruits to
the farmers. For instance, in Goncha Agri-Service
made available improved seeds of highland fruits
like apple and in Shebel it offered improved seeds
of lowland fruits. Consequently, farmers have benefitted a lot by selling their produce outside of their
locality in nearby zones and thereby augmented

Woizero Emebet Atne,
... To page 22.
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Highlights ... From Page 5
12.Burji Integrated Food Security Program
13.Amaro Improving Market Access of smallholder farmers
14.Amaro Agricultural Market Growth in Ethiopia
15.Dasenech Recovery &Resilience Program (DEC)
16.Dasenech SSI Development with Solar Energy
17.Dasenech Community Capacity Development
18.Dasenech Building Climate Resilience through the Promotion of Green Enterprises (SCIP)
19.Nyangatom Recovery and Resilience Building
20.Consolidated Recovery and Resilience Project in Dasenech and Nyangatom Woredas
21.GRAD (Graduation with Resilience to Achieve Sustainable Dev’t)
22.Itang Community capacity dev’t program for sustainable livelihood
23.Gender and Environment Responsive Beekeeping
24.Itang & Abol Building Climate Resilience through the Promotion of Green Enterprises (SCIP)
25.Dibate Community capacity development program
26.CCRDA HAP training project
27.Goro Women Camel Fattening Project
28.Burji Enhancing Livelihoods Project
29.Market Access to Smallholder Farmers: Strengthening Bulla Value Chain in Amaro Woreda
30.Amaro Supporting Coffee producers Farmers to reach their full economic Potential through
strengthening Coffee Value Chain Development
31.REstoring VIbrant Villages and Environments: Through Science, Analysis and Action for
Communities in Climate Transition
32.Keku Women Group Beekeeping Project
33.Shebel Berenta Integrated Capacity and Development Project
34.Feed the Future Livelihood for Resilience Activity Project
35.Dassenech Pastoralists Livelihood Recovery Project
36.Promoting Market-based Production Systems in Southern Nations and Nationalities Peoples
Region (SNNPR) of Ethiopia through Market-led Extension and Strengthened Input-Output
Linkages
37.Building Climate Resilient Livelihoods of Dassenech pastoralist community of three kebeles in
South Omo Zone, SNNPR Region.
The projects were mainly community capacity
development, climate adaptation and mitigation,
natural resources management, disaster risk reduction, recovery, resilience building, food security and value chain development in theme.
These projects were supported by donors such as
DCA, CST, BfW, SLUF, ICCO, USAID, Oxfam
Canada, Christian Aid, CARE, ActionAid, SNV,
VERONIKA PERNTHANER, PCI and AGRA.

ria, Dibate, Misha, Lemo, Anlemo, Sorro, Duna,
Sodo, Endegegn, Sankura, Dalocha, Shashogo,
KachaBira, Damboya and WeraZuria. These
Woredas are located in 14 zones such as; Yabelo,
South Wollo, East Gojjam, Bale, Segen Akababi
Hizboch, South Omo, Gurage, Itang, Anywak,
Metekel, Hadiya, Kembata, Halaba and Siltie.

Currently ASE is present in 3 regions, 8 zones and
18 woredas with seven projects. In addition to those
ASE reached 32 woreds including remote and already being implemented, 2 new projects have
marginal areas over these years. The Woredas been secured in Amhara and Benishangul regions
are namely; Dilo, Dire, Tehuledere, Ambas- with a combined total budget of 1 million Euros. The
sel, Goncha, Shebel, Goro, Guradamole, Rayitu, projects focus on community capacity building.
Dawekechen, Burji, Amaro, Dassenech, Nyangatom, Meskan, Mareko, Itang, Gambella zu21

... Golden ... Form Page 20
Over the years, the sheep got multiplied. She sold some of them and kept the rest and continued her rearing.
Woizero Emebet says, “Having observed some hope, my husband is now back home and he assists me. My
two children are in school, the eldest, a daughter, is in grade nine. I have ten sheep and I will continue to
increase my stock for better use in the future.”

Woizero Tena Belisty and her husband, Ato Abebe Aychiluhium are residents of the same kebele wherein
Woizero Emebet lives. They were both traditional producers of vegetables albeit occasional, and not using
improved seeds because they were not able to get them. In 2016, Woizero Tena attended the training AgriService offered. She recalls what has happened following the training thus: “After the training, I received
improved seeds of vegetables such as cabbage, spinage, and onion which I eventually planted. Agri-Service
experts used to follow up my garden and gave me important advice. During harvesting, I have never seen
such a harvest before. In a single I sold 3000 birr. In the following year, I harvested thrice. I bought an ox
and a donkey.”
Her family further improved their garden produce
using irrigation from the water source developed by
Agri-Service. Above all, the family diet has become
more nutritious than before. Contrasting his life before and after the Agri-Service, Ato Abebe said, “Our
life was just from hand to mouth. At times, I tried to
procure improved seeds traversing long distance, but
the seed was not that good. Now, thanks to Agri-Service, I get better seeds right from my domicile. Like
my neighbours, I have a plan to build a better house
with a corrugated iron roof.”
Woizero Amognesh Ayalew is another Agri-Service project beneficiary in Goncha woreda. She is both the
bread earner and the bread maker for a family of four. Before she joined Agri-Service projects, Woizero
Amognesh used to go from house to house doing menial jobs. Her husband was also doing the same thing.
Being the poorest of the poor, she qualified to join the Agri-Service initiatives and got two sheep. Recalling
her hardships during those days, she said: “I will never forget the sleepless nights that I spent watching my
two sheep to protect them from hyena because my house was in a poor shape.
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“I was so desperate that I once
was tempted to return the sheep
to those who gave me. However,
with the help of my neighbours,
I was able to tend and breed
them. I got a good income after
a year from the sale of some of
my sheep.” Relating her life at
the present, Woizero Amognesh
states “had there not been AgriService in my locality, I would
have either migrated to another
place or would have died. Instead, I was able to renew my
old house, brought my son back
home, and started my wheat farm
with improved seed from AgriService. My life has changed for
the better. I am no more a servant
in the houses of others.”
One of the methods Agri-Service uses to support
farmers to improve their agricultural productivity
is through building small irrigation schemes. Accordingly, the organization built four such schemes
in Shebel and one in Goncha woredas. More than
one thousand people use the irrigation systems. In
areas where springs are unavailable, Agri-Service
digs boreholes, diverts river courses or provides

water pumps so that the farmers will have water
to irrigate their farms and able to produce all year
round. About 100 households are supported in this
method. The irrigation schemes are administered by
committees appointed from among the community
themselves. Agri-Service train the committee members and hands over the schemes. This approach
proved to sustain the irrigation schemes.

Water projects
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Furthermore, Agri-Service supports its beneficiaries to engage in off-farm activities. For instance, in Goncha about 500 youth trained in sewing and masonry. Some of the trained youth are now able to create job
opportunities for their compatriots. One of the challenges of rural life in Ethiopia is lack of potable water
which results in the spread of water-borne diseases. To address this challenge, Agri-Service built more
than 30 water points and enabled more than 21,000 people to get access to potable water. The water points
mostly include a separate place for washing clothes and a channel for animals to drink from.
Ato Getnet Chane is one of the members of a water committee in Kore Gunagun village in Seha Tefases
kebele of Shebel woreda. Ato Getnet says: “before the water point built, we used to get water from a small
pond. During the rainy season, the pond gets muddy which causes illness among the community. Accessing
the pond was equally difficult as women and girls often fall sliding from the mud.”
Agri-Service also engages in forestry
works to protect the environment. The entry point for its forestry projects is awareness followed by provision of seedlings of
multi-purpose indigenous trees. Planting
the seedlings is done in consultation with
the woreda Agriculture Office and the
community. Such re-afforestation scheme
helped to rehabilitate degraded areas and
conserve the natural resources. The community named one such forested areas as
“Agri-Service Park.”
Ato Tadele Adane, a school teacher in Shebel says:
“the Agri-Service Park is like a breathing space
for this small town. We usually call it ‘the lung of
the town.’ It now serves as a wedding place for the
community and a study place for students. We thank
Agri-Service for supporting us to change a degraded
barren area into a wonderful green area.”

Ato Getnet Chane
area is made free from animal and human contact, it
gets rehabilitated.”
Ato Ambel Kebede, a Conservation Team Leader in
Goncha woreda, attests the good works of Agri-Service and refers to them as model. He says: “we like
to scale up to other places what Agri-Service does in
its project areas. Its approach is so exemplary that
the woreda tries to ensure that other non-government organization follow Agri-Service methods of
community development.” In Shebel woreda,

Ato Tadele Adane
Likewise, in Goncha woreda, over 400 hectares of
land is covered by a forest. Ato Biazen Alemu, Agri-Service Capacity Building Officer in the Goncha
Program Office, states that the forest at Embawoch
Kuskuam kebele, around Sherat Tefases is another
live example of the efforts of Agri-Service in environmental protection. He said: “simply because the

Ato Ambel Kebede
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the Agriculture Office Head, Ato Andargachew Alemayehu, has a similar observation. As he puts it, “there
are tangible results in Agri-Service project areas. The woreda considers the results as model and tries to
replicate them in other places.”

Savings: a Life Principle
Agri Services Ethiopia works in five woredas of Hadiya Zone, i.e. Misha, Limo, Anna Limo, Soro and
Duna focusing on 10,000 people living under poverty who have been supported in food security program
since 1991. Agri Service aims to help those people to be self-reliant. Agri Service projects in Hadya Zone
consist of five value chain activities selected through research with local government bodies and focus
on potato production, wheat, poultry, goat and sheep fattening, gardening and small businesses. The five
packages are done with less labour, less cost, and simple knowhow. Savings is an indelible component in
all the interventions.

Savings
The overall program ensures that the selected people are adequately trained on the packages prior to entry. The trainings enable them to have a proper understanding of financial management and utilization.
The choice of beneficiaries for the five value chain activities ensures women’s participation. In each case,
a woman’s decision is obtained. Only men were able to produce wealth and property according to the
culture of the local community. Thus, extensive training was provided to help the community meet the
awareness gap.
“Hundim Gochenie” in Hadya language, means “all
at my doorsteps.” Hundim Gochenie is a successful
program created by Agri Service to benefit women.
It assisted the women to build their capacity in the
micro merchandised commodity trade. It was also
an opportunity to relieve them from being economically dependent on their husbands by making able
to generate their own income. Many of them have
bought carts for rental to cover their housing costs.
There are many who have improved their houses.
Women in the project are enhancing their income
by rearing chicken, sheep and goats. This result is
due to the fact that the saving system is built sideby-side and the users are able to save from their
regular income. Farmer Abera Wanoro is a resident
of Shuramo Kebele with his 11 family members.

Since 1991, he has been earning 750 birr a month
from safety net program. “Before the Agri Service
project, we knew nothing about saving. When Agri
Services came in, we organized ourselves in village saving association and started to save. We save
as much as we can every week. Credit is given to
those engaged in business. You can do whatever
you want. Agri Service makes people to decide on
their own and do not impose. I paid back my credit and bought goat to raise and sell. I am engaged
in coffee, mango, apple, sugarcane farming. I had
nothing before. Now I have a big house, and I have
cattle. I use the wheat that I produce to feed my
family. My wife is also doing business,” he says.
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Abera, who recalled having two traditional beehives
before joining the Agri Service project, trained in
beekeeping for 16 days. After the training, he made
more traditional beehives and brought-in the bees.

I also participate in merchandise business. The facilitators provided me a bag, an apron shirt and an
umbrella. I sell door to door. Local people now
like my work. I help elderly people reaching them
at their homes by providing them with the goods
they need. We also benefit. I started by 300 birr and
earned 4000 birr in profit so far. I am doing this business three days a week. When I leave for sale, my
husband takes the job in the house. I saved money
and bought an Ox and a cow. My three children are
in school. My husband is also back to school attending in grade nine.”

Abera Wanoro
After a while he went to Addis Ababa and received
further training. At the training, when he realized he
had not done anything enough before, he made 10
modern hives as he returned back. “I make the hives
myself. I sell them also for others who need them.
Once I earned 1800 birr from the sale. It is additional
source of income for me,” Abera told us. Now, his
house is full of the basic amenities. He sends his eight
children to school. Ato Abera concludes: “What Agri
Service taught us is something what we did not receive from our fathers and mothers. They are coming
to our house, just as it is also theirs, and train us.
They give us ideas rather than aid. Someone can give
you aid once and go away. But in the case of Agri
Service, it is knowledge that they give us which can
be passed on to posterity. Now everything is full in
Woizero Ayelech Birhanu
our house. In our custom, men did not do household
tasks. I will do anything now. All of this is due to the Ato Tsegaye Bekele, a resident of Hayise kebele of
lessons we learned from Agri Service.”
Limmu woreda, was an ex-soldier. He was unable
to care for his seven family members because of his
Woizero Ayelech Birhanu lives with her family of
war disability. Tsegaye began participating in the
seven. She graduated from the safety net program
Agri Service program in 2002. Previously, he had to
because of her involvement in Agri Service project.
feed his family with 540 birr earned from safety net
Due to her savings, she changed her hut and built a
large house with a corrugated iron sheet roof. She per month. His wife was trying to help the family by
works on poultry business after the training she has working as a house servant for others. He attended
got from ASE. “I have twenty-five chickens now, the Agri Service training in five packages. Tsegaye
but I started with three,” she said; and Woizero Ayel- then started goat fattening business and earned 1400
ech continued to say thus: “In sheep rising again, I birr from the sale in two rounds. He kept his goat
reached the second round. I earned Birr 3,500 from fattening business and also engaged in poultry farming. “I have recently sold 800 eggs and bought my
the sale.
children a uniform for their school,” Tsegaye added.
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Ato Tsegaye Bekele
Wizero Bereket Tadesse, Head of Limu Woreda Labor
and Social Affairs Office, tells that her office is partnering with Agri Service Ethiopia. As she explains, “Agri
Service works with people in the safety net program who
are identified as the poorest of the poor and, so far, it is
effective. The works on the ground are witnesses. Agri
Service is making lots of changes through savings. We
are witnessing that the beneficiaries are becoming selfsufficient without waiting for aid.”

Ato Mathewos Larito

New Initiatives in the Pastoral
Village
ASE has been doing various development activities in the South Omo Zone Dassanch woreda
for the about five years from 2010 to 2014. Later in 2017, ASE involved in emergency and sustainable development projects worth over 15.6
million birr to assist 985 households in three
pastoralist communities in Gurinarama, Fujuje
and Ocholoch. Among the 985 households of
4,925 community members, 504 are women.
Agri Service interventions in South Omo focus
on water, animal health, grazing land, income
generation and savings.
One of the most pressing problems in Dasenech
Woreda is animal feed. Therefore, ASE’s primary focus was to address this problem. As a
result, in its emergency and sustainable
development programs Agri Service developed
129.75 hectares of land for grazing.

Wizero Bereket Tadesse,
Ato Mathewos Larito is the Head of Animals and Fish
Resource Development Office of Limo Woreda. His
office is also partnering with Agri Service in different
ways. “We work together from planning to implementation. We treat their work as ours and collaborate. The
organization distinguishes itself from others by making
its implementation methods clear, including the allotted

To introduce new elements to the pastoral work
culture, a grazing land area was enclosed and
985 residents in the village contributed labor
for which each of them paid 2900 birr. In order
to sustain the grazing land, it has been fenced
around bringing fiber plants from neighboring
districts.
Ato Guyu Toucha is the chairman of Fejej Kebele. He tells that the work done in his kebele is
something he has never seen before.

budget,” Ato Mathewos says.
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Ato Guyu Toucha
At the beginning of the project, he himself was trained
and joined the workforce. He further explained that
after rangeland protection they were supported by
experts in order to work on soil protection and water conservation. They planted grass for grazing. The
previously barren land is now covered with grass. In
the past, the residents used to fight on the border for
grazing. That is no more a problem. Most of them
bought goats and chickens using the money they
earned from the labor work they rendered to develop
the rangeland.

Ato Natura Lakasmo
According to Bacha, goat disease was common
in Dasenech. “Sick goats usually die because
they did not get treatment nearby. When the
people take their sick goats for treatment to a far
away clinic, it was already too late and the goats
were less likely to recover. But now when the
goats get sick, I’m around to treat them. If the
case is beyond my capacity, I inform the district
and they quickly come to provide the treatment.
They also provide the required drugs,” Bacha
said.

In addition, the 985 households have been given a
small water purification tool (US made) to maintain their health. Residents testified that they used to
drink unclean water and exposed to various health
problems. But after receiving the purifier, they are
drinking pure water. Because water shortage is a
serious problem in the area, students harvest water
from roofs at schools in three kebeles to augment the
supply of water.
Ato Natura Lakasmo is a resident of the Gurinarama
Kebele. After Agri Services Ethiopia came to the
area, his life is changing. Due to the high water
supply problem in the area, the drinking water was
muddy and sandy. Ato Natura remembers that this
exposed the people to a variety of health problems.
Now, they are in good health because they use the
water filtration system ASE provided them.
Ato Bacha Boditie is a “veterinarian” elected by
the community in the Fejej Kebele. He has been
trained by Agri Service, provided with medicine and
medical equipment to serve the local community.

Ato Bacha Boditie
As indicated earlier, Agri Service projects are
gender sensitive. Accordingly, in Dasenech
woreda Agri Service introduced project packages to build the capacity of women. One hundred twenty-five women pastoralists were given
better breed hens to start poultry farming. The
women were advised to save from their income
by establishing savings association. They took
credit from the saving in turn to further improve
their venture.
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W/ro Nashire Bale who is a resident of Ocholoch Kebele witnesses the improvements on her life after the
arrival of Agri Service in the area. “I was given three goats for the first time and I made a lot of money
from the sale through time. Then I was given five chickens and started to sell eggs. I also started to sell
‘Bordie’, a local drink, with the money I have earned. ASE provided me with water barrels for the business. I received training. I bought three goats from the sale of ‘Bordie’. I am attending adult education.
Now I can read and write. My children are also doing well and they are in grade six. Agri Service has made
us equal to men. Earlier women were responsible to do every house work alone. We were under tremendous pressure. As we trained, we have got equal access to our own income. We know how much money
we have. I still save my earnings. I will also expand my business. During the clearing of the grazing land,
I have made 2900 birr and built a new house, bought four goats adding my savings, and have everything I
need for my house,” she explained.

W/ro Nashire Bale

Young Obama Lubila is a resident of the Ocholoch got lots of eggs, earned good income from the sale.
Kebele. Before Agri Service arrived at his Kebeke, We will continue to join hands with Agri Service.”
Obama had already migrated to Kenya to escape
his miserable life. However, Kenya was not as
comfortable as he expected. His only option was
to return back home. At his return, he learned that
Agri Service is assisting the poor residents. Obama
said; “It was Agri Service that showed me something that I have never seen in other organizations,”
recalled Obama. “We were paid for our labor in the
protection of grazing land. I was paid 1250 birr in
the first round. In the second round, I made money
again and bought goats with some amount. Using
the rest of the money, I started business traveling to
Kenya. And because they taught us about savings,
I started saving. We never rear chicken before. But
Young Obama Lubila
now my wife is given five chickens and I bought
six more. Then we have got eleven of them and we
... To Page 36
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Stories of Success
The Association Sustains
Legacy of ASE
The association is called Alembirhan Self-Help Community Development Association which sustained
projects of ASE in one of the Woredas in Gojjam,
Amhara Region. Agri Service Ethiopia (ASE) has a
number of issues that set it apart from other NGOs.
Among these, enabling the community, as an exit
strategy, whereby the community takes over and runs
projects to solve its own problems, is the most important one. Often, NGO development activities stand
still as there will be no one to take-over the projects
when the organization leaves the area.
Based on its past experience, Agri Service Ethiopia
has changed this mindset and established community-based development organizations to ensure the
sustainability of projects. Hence, it organizes Community Development Associations as an entry and
exit project strategy. While implementing its projects
at Enebse Sar Midir woreda in Gillam, ASE established Alembirhan Community Based Development
Association in Mertule Mariam town wherein the association takes over the responsibility of sustaining
the projects after ASE has left.
Ato Asnake Alellign is a farmer in his early seventies.
At every opportunity, he couldn’t contain himself
from talking about Agri-Service Ethiopia’s development achievements. He has worked with ASE since
he joined the organization as a development facilitator. He is currently the founder and board chair of
the Alembirhan Self-Help Community Development
Association.

Ato Asnake recalls the situation when ASE arrived
at his woreda in 1993. “ASE people began to scan
situations in remote rural areas where there was
no access road. After doing so, they gathered the
local community for discussion. One person from
each village was elected as a facilitator of whom I
was the one.
“When we asked them about their purpose, they
said, ‘we are neither a profit nor a charity organization, the only thing we can offer is knowledge.’
But we didn’t believe them and dreaded that they
may come to us to expand their religious thoughts.
But as we approached them and listened to them,
they convinced us in their actions that they really
came to help us. Then, I myself was elected by the
kebele as a member of transitional development
committee.

Ato Asnake also explains that what
Alembirhan Association is implementing
currently is exactly the same with what
ASE has done. “ASE offered and demonstrated on livestock, poultry and made
available potable water. When it comes
to the use of improved seed, the farmers still use seeds that ASE has brought
in. Farmenrs in the locality refere to imroved seed as ‘ASE seed’.
... To Page 33
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Best Achievements from Dibate

W/ro Gonse Kando
W/ro Gonse Kando, from one of the kebeles in Benishangul Gumuz Region, is a mother of three. Before participating in ASE programs, the ouse hold
daily average income is about birr 35.00. She was
in a safety net program under a monthly government
subcidy.
After joining ASE, she attended skill and knowledge
trainings, awareness and gender related workshops
together with her husband and elder children. After
the training the family started to share responsibilities.
As a result, she got enough time to participate in
CoLF program, Keble meetings, back yard vegetable & coffee plantation as well as in agricultural production. By receiving improved millet and vegetable seed loan from CBI, she produced 12 quintals of
millets and 2 quintals of vegetables.

W/ro Eamgak Tseyano
W/ro Eamgak Tseyano (FHH) from Mondermo KA (Gumuz) is a widowed mother
of three children, poor and food insecured
for 6 months. She was engaged in daily
labor, selling fire wood, charcoal and
gathering wild roots and fruits earlier. She
used to do a hand grinding to prepare food
for her family. Her average daily income
was birr 20.00.
As she joined ASE programs, she participated in CoLF plus saving, gained knowledge and skill from various trainings and
workshops. By receiving 7 KG of improved seed from CBI, she cultivated and
produced 4.5 quintals which she sold for
Birr 13,500 at the beginning stage.

By extra efforts she has exerted in the same way, she
has paid back her seed loan and her house hold daily
income grew to Birr 150.00 while she secured her
house hold food throughout the year. She also has
bought 2 oxen and a cow, the necessary furniture
and kitchen utensils. Her current total asset estimation in cash is about birr 78,650.
W/ro Eamgak Tseyano
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Encouraged by this result, she worked hard to increase he income and bought chicken, goats and
two oxen. She managed to pay back all her seed loan and build a new Tukul. She also has secured
her food from 6 months gap to all year round. Her daily average income reached 120.00 and her
total asset grown to Birr 95,600. She is currently using installed grinding mill at her locality.

Merga Tolera, trained in tailoring as youth employment
Formerly he was a daily labourer getting 35 Birr per day. He received a sewing machine
from the revolving fund and currently his total capital reached Birr 45,000.

Gurati Besizo, successful female beneficiary in sheep rearing
Starting by 4 sheep she has now reached at the accumulated capital of 7 sheep and Birr
7,050 in cash.
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Successful farmer Negwo Adisu, benificiery,
produced 70 quintals of pepper and earned Birr
90,000 from sale

Successful farmer beneficiary who has got ground
nut seed loan. After production, he sold 14 quintals
of his product and earned Birr 24,500, built new
iron sheet roofed house.

farms are covered with vegetables and crops all year
round. When you get into his chamber, it is full also.
We picked his performance as a best experience and
Ato Tesfaye Mitiku, the Manager of the Association, we wanted to introduce him at this juncture while
also witnessed that ASE created Alembiran to ensure ASE celebrates its 50th Year Anniversary.
sustainability.The gender awareness of the association is very high. As a result, 49% of the 10 thousand Many times, before he joined ASE’s projects, Ato
members of the association are women. Generally, Bamlaku pondered to leave his area to seek a job bethe association comprises 48% of the residents in the cause his labor did not produce fruits he desired. He
woreda.
was to wait for rain to farm and nothing to do except
worrying about what to feed his five children.
Stories ... From Page 30

Ato Tesfaye Mitiku

The Golden Jubilee’s Model

Ato Bamlaku also regrets about the time he has spent
before he became one of the beneficiaries of ASE
Projects. He doesn’t wait for rain this time and he
uses improved seed to farm. A stream river was passing through his compound all the year but he never
imagined that one day this resource would benefit
him all year round. He remembers that the residents
in the area never saw vegetables in their garden. After trained by ASE about gardening, he began to regret about the past. Together with the local farmers,
ASE developed the stream and the residents started
using modernized irrigation and farming.

On the other hand, farmers used to strew local seeds
ASE has recorded numerous achievements in the in the past and did not use fertilizer. There was a
areas of its interventions in Ethiopia. We visited on time when farming produced limited return and farof the farms owned by Ato Bamlaku Adane. He is menrs remain with bran forfeeding only the cattle.
a farmer living in Goncha Siso Enese woreda. His
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Bamlaku Adane
When ASE entered the area, they set up a demonstration farm in the kebele and planted improved
seeds in line. Again, ASE distributed improved
seeds to a limited number of farmers during the year
and Ato Bamlaku was among them. He planted the
seed using fertilizer according to what he has been
taught. He harvested a product he never dreamed
of. He also shared his experience to the farmers in
the area and everyone started to use fertilizer.

Ato Bamlaku’s life has changed dramatically. He
built a new house, has purchased 400 square meters
of land in the town of Mertule Mariam and bought
a house found on 396 square meters in Ginde Woin
Town. The house has ten rooms and nine of them
are rented to Birr 2000 each per month while the
other is used by his children who are attending their
schooling there. He set up a flour mill in partnership with a friend and possessed a number of dairy
The transformation was not Ato Bamlaku’s sole cows, farm Oxen, sheep and goats. He is educating
success. Following his way, local farmers improved his five children, one graduated from university, antheir livelihoods by improving their farming. “As other in grade 12, and the rest are in junior classes.
a member of the village development committee,
I have a duty to support them. So, they have all
changed”, Bamlaku said. Local farmers who follow in his footsteps are provided with the kind of
seeds that they are looking for through ASE. Their
production has doubled. Whenever there is no rain,
they do not sit with palms on the cheek and elbows
on the knee, but they irrigate.
Bamlaku’s current plan is to buy a water pump to
raise barley this year. The pump will cost him about
birr 19,000, but he is ready for it. In addition, after
the current harvest, he will go straight into irrigation. He is looking forward to produce seeds of the
best varieties of pineapple, onion, cabbage, etc.

Bamlaku Adane
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Ato Bamlaku gives his testimony about ASE at every opportunity. He said: “Without Agri Service, the
local farmers would not be able to live as they are
today. All the Agri Service contributions couldn’t
be spoken even by the scholars, let alone by a person like me. ASE has changed the lives of many
farmers in irrigation, poultry and sheep farming.
It has simplified the lives of women by providing
them with fuel-saving stoves, trained and created
job opportunities for unemployed youth. Many of
the kebele youth are independent and helping others now. There were many poor women who could
not farm their land. With education and support
from the Community Learning Forum, they have
learned how to farm and even bought their own
oxen. We brought washera breed sheep and we are
making good money; sheep bought at birr 800 are
now sold for birr 3,000”.

Farmer Seifedin Tadesse is a resident of Shechana
Roma Kebele in the Hadiya Zone. As he involves
in house-to-house business and the business is
becoming more and more popular, his income increased.
He has to feed seven of his family members. He is
doing the Hundim Gochenie house to house business among other projects he participates in. Then
he paid back his start up credit and bought twentyfive chicken for birr 1,557. After raising them, he
sold one chicken for three hundred birr. He remembers that he earned Birr 3000 from their eggs alone.
Now he is ready to buy 40 more chicken.
Woizero Dessalech Assefa is also a resident
in Shechana Roma Kebele with her six family

“Hundim Gochenie”
“Hundim Gochenie” is a Hadiya phrase, to mean,
“all at my door steps.” It is the name of a small
business program with manifold advantages introduced by ASE. It is the type of business where the
seller travels door to door to sell items for households. The scheme benefits both the seller and the
buyer. Mostly, the customers are elderly women,
and mothers who gave birth and couldn’t go out for
market. In particular, it creates an opportunity for
women to generate income of their own.

Woizero Dessalech Assefa

Farmer Seifedin Tadesse
Farmer Seifedin, ready with his items to
go for sale house-to-house
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members. Three days a week, she packs her commodity within her bag, wear her apron, and hold
her umbrella which she received from ASE to be
identified easily. She goes door to door asking for
what they want, offers them different items at a reasonable price. Dessalech says: “I became profitable
in a short period and engaged in other businesses.
Recently, I bought a commodity of birr 19, 500 and
earned Birr 5,670 in profit. Then I started gardening by this profit. Agri Service taught us how to do
gardening and how to make a variety of food from
potato and other vegetables. We are taking care of
our health by eating variety of vegetable foods”,
she said.

Golden ... From PAGE 29
Deputy Director of Dasenech Woreda Animals and
Fish Development Office, Woizero Mekoya testifies
that Agri Services performs its projects in collaboration with the Woreda Sector Departments. Ato Tenkir
Nur, is a senior expert of Charities and Societies in
the Department of Finance and Economic Development in the South Omo Zone. He also says that Agri
Service Ethiopia has been working to strengthen the
social foundations of the pastoralist community for
the last decade. He believes that all the projects are
environmentally friendly and show how the pastoralists can escape hardships.

Woizero Mekoya

Dessalech is seling commodities house-to-house

Dessalech in her farm

Ato Birhanu Mengist is Coordinator of Dasenech
Woreda Agri Service Project. He witnessed that the
Dasenech project area is very challenging being a
desert area and highly exposed to erosion. However, the
project is effective and showing progres as a result of
the commitment of the implementiong staff, the participating communutiy, benificieries, and stakeholders.

Ato Birhanu Mengist
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